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Abstract

In this paper, we firstly present a conceptual data model for multimedia database applications based on ExIFO₂ model. The ExIFO₂ data model is chosen as the conceptual model since it handles complex objects along with their uncertain and imprecise properties. We enhanced this conceptual model in order to meet the multimedia data requirements. In addition to uncertain and imprecise information, we present a way of handling relationships among objects of multimedia database applications. Events that might be extracted from video or audio are also considered in this study. Secondly, the conceptual model is mapped to a logical model, which the fuzzy object-oriented data (FOOD) model is chosen, for storing and manipulating the multimedia objects. This mapping is done in a way that it preserves most of the information represented at the conceptual level. Finally, in this study videos of football (soccer) games is selected as the multimedia database application to show how we handle crisp and fuzzy querying and retrieval of fuzzy and crisp data from the database. A program has been developed to draw ExIFO₂ schemas and to map the schema to FOOD code automatically.

1 Introduction

In recent years, management of multimedia information has been the focus of many applications such as video on-demand services, digital libraries, museums, on-line shopping and document management. These applications require development and design of new databases where the multimedia data is the resource. Multimedia databases are expected to fulfill the requirements of users for efficiently and flexibly developing and managing multimedia applications. The development of multimedia database systems is composed of three levels as in traditional databases. These three levels are conceptual level, logical level and physical level.

The design of multimedia databases differs from that of traditional databases due to the characteristics of multimedia objects, such as image, graphics, audio, and video. As pointed out in [9], one of the challenging issues that multimedia database researchers have to face is the development of conceptual models for multimedia information especially for video, audio, and image. The
conceptual model should be rich in its semantic capabilities to represent complex media objects. Following the conceptual data model, transformation from the model to a logical database schema is required for storing and manipulating these objects.

Until now, many conceptual approaches are proposed to model complex data [5, 12, 17, 22] at conceptual level. Since the conceptual models were developed for domain-specific applications, further steps should be taken to enhance conceptual models to represent the complexity and requirements of multimedia objects. There have been a number of attempts to develop conceptual models for representation of multimedia objects. In [9], these models were classified into several categories; graphical models, Petri-Net based models, and object-oriented models.

It is not always possible to describe all the semantics of real world information precisely, since the observation and capturing of some real world objects are not perfect, hence its modeling and representation are deficient. Uncertainty might arise from the data itself and/or the relations between multimedia objects. For instance, attributes of an image such as color, description of an object and spatial relations between objects may be interpreted in various ways. As a consequence of these, queries involving imprecise and uncertain information may be unavoidable. Consider the following queries:

- **Q1**: "Find all hand images of pre-teen males that are abnormal"
- **Q2**: "Retrieve images that have colors similar to a sunset photograph".
- **Q3**: "Retrieve all facial images with a short round chin and thin hair"
- **Q4**: "Retrieve an object partially-surrounded-by a little of object A"
- **Q5**: "Retrieve videos of all goals scored by Shearer very near to the goalpost"

Q1 is an example query in a medical image database. In Q1, pre-teen and abnormal are fuzzy templates. In Q2, similar-to is a fuzzy operator, which has to employ similarity matching. Q3 is a query for facial image database in which short round and thin are fuzzy concepts. Q4 is an example for Geographic Information Systems that contains fuzzy concepts such as partially-surrounded-by and fuzzy quantifier little. Q5 is an example of query that might be needed in a video. Here near is a fuzzy concept and very is a fuzzy modifier. If these kinds of uncertain, imprecise, and fuzzy information are forced to be precise, then there might be some loss of information. Uncertainty in databases has been studied by many researchers such as [15, 23].
However, there has not been much research on the development of conceptual models which deal with uncertainty for multimedia databases. In this study, the conceptual model that we present for multimedia database applications is based on ExIFO$_2$ data model. ExIFO$_2$ [22] is a fuzzy object-oriented conceptual data model that includes representation of fuzzy information and handles object-oriented concepts. This model attempts to preserve the acquired strengths of semantic approaches, while integrating concepts of the object-oriented paradigm and fuzziness. ExIFO$_2$ model supports uncertainty at attribute level as well as the class level. It includes three types of uncertainty at the attribute level: fuzzy, incomplete and null valued attributes. After constructing a data model for multimedia database applications, we also show how the ExIFO$_2$ schema is mapped to the object-oriented data model, FOOD [24, 23].

One of the main focuses of this study is conceptual modeling of media where the multimedia objects are presented. In this study, conceptual modeling of audio, video and image is performed. Another focus is the modeling of relationships among objects in multimedia data. These relationships can be either spatial in an image or real-life relationships (roles) which might not be extracted automatically from the video. Modeling of mapping from real objects to multimedia objects is also performed. We also designed events that might take place in a video/audio since most of the applications require querying according to the events.

As a multimedia application, we have chosen videos of football (soccer) games. The developed conceptual model is appropriately adapted to this application. Then the conceptual model is mapped to FOOD [24]. A user interface is prepared for querying the database. A program which enables drawing of ExIFO$_2$ schemas and enables querying on videos of football games is built. The user can draw and modify ExIFO$_2$ and map the schema to FOOD code if he/she desires. The user can perform both crisp and fuzzy queries.

This paper is organized as follows: The following section discusses uncertainty and object-oriented databases. In section 3, multimedia database applications and issues are explained briefly. In Section 4, conceptual data modeling of multimedia database applications along with ExIFO$_2$ is explained and then its application for a multimedia database application, videos of football, is presented in Section 5. Section 6 describes how the mapping is performed from ExIFO$_2$ model to FOOD model. The querying process is presented in Section 7. The last section concludes our work.
2 Uncertainty and Object-Oriented Databases

The management of uncertainty in database environment is necessary in application areas such as multimedia databases, engineering applications, decision problems, control systems, and knowledge based systems. Most of the studies on fuzzy databases are developed by either using or extending the ordinary relational models. There are only few studies to handle uncertainty and fuzziness under object-oriented databases [24, 15]. Fuzzy and uncertain object-oriented databases support rich semantic expressiveness.

According to fuzzy set theory, each element has a membership to a fuzzy set that it belongs to. Membership values lay in the range [0,1]. If the membership value is high, it is more likely to be member of the set and if it is low, it is less likely to be member of the set. The functions which determine the membership values of elements to sets are called membership functions. The notation for expressing membership of element \( x \) to set \( A \) is denoted as \( \mu_A(x) \). The relationships between fuzzy sets are investigated in [25].

The similarity-based fuzzy object-oriented data model (FOOD) [24] facilitates the enhanced representation of different types of imprecision. Similarity relation has the basic characteristics of the similarity relations that are contained in [25]. In FOOD, similarity relation allows imprecision in data to be presented and imprecision in data results in uncertainty in classifications. The similarity relation is both a generalization of equivalence and an extension of the degree of membership concept for set elements. Here the domain elements are considered as having a varying degree of similarity, replacing the idea of exact equality/inequality. Each database domain, \( D \), has an associated similarity relationship (represented as a matrix) that assigns a value between 0 (zero) and 1 (one) (including 0 and 1) to each pair of domain elements. That is, the membership grades are not associated with individual data items (as it is for fuzzy membership values) but with entire classes. In this model, a similarity matrix is kept for each fuzzy attribute to declare the similarity between the values under the corresponding domain. For example, if the attribute is \textit{color}, then the contents of similarity matrix are the similarity of \textit{colors} and similarity among these values are in the range \([0,1]\).
2.1 Attribute Level Uncertainty

In the FOOD model, three types of uncertainty are distinguished at the attribute level, fuzzy, incomplete, and null.

2.1.1 Fuzzy Attributes

Fuzziness exists when true data is available in descriptive terms rather than as a precise data. These imprecise values can be related to each other with AND, OR, and XOR semantics. By using AND semantics, the book of a color can be represented with <red, blue>, i.e., "the color of the book consists of two colors, red and blue". In fuzzy sense we may interpret this as, one of the colors is red (or a very similar to red, i.e., redish) and the other is more or less blue. By using OR semantics, the face expression of a person can be represented with {worried, sad}, i.e., "the expression of his face may be worried or sad." In fuzzy sense the expression of the face is vague, either worried or sad or another expression similar to these. By using XOR semantics, a kick in a football game can be represented with [free kick, indirect kick], i.e., "the kick is either free kick or indirect kick, but not both". There is an uncertainty involved here since one cannot always distinguish whether the kick is a free kick or indirect kick, but only one of them must be chosen for each specific kick.

The database should allow queries including both fuzzy and precise values. Therefore, in the database, if the data is acquired in precise form then it is kept exactly. Fuzzifying the precise data and storing the fuzzy value would cause loss of information. In contrast, ignoring fuzzy value in absence of precise data would also cause loss of information. Comparison of fuzzy and precise values is handled by membership functions. Each value of a fuzzy attribute has a corresponding membership function. For example, the domain of height is {short, normal, tall}. The membership degrees of a precise height value (e.g., 1.75 cm) are calculated for each of short, normal and tall.

Queries might also include threshold values to restrict the objects to be selected. If the threshold is high, only objects which are the most similar are retrieved. Decreasing threshold causes additional retrieval of objects.

The inclusion formula yields the similarity between two imprecise values. The inclusion value differs as the semantics between the values change. The computation of inclusion formulas for AND, OR, and XOR semantics has been explained in [24].
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2.1.2 Incomplete and Null-valued attributes

Another type of uncertainty is *incompleteness* which occurs when true data may belong to a specific set of values. For example, in a movie, the main character has the same attributes as a person. He has a *name, age, etc.* But we might not know the exact age of this person. Instead, we can predict his age as a range such as between 25 and 35. The last type of uncertainty at the attribute level is *null*. If an attribute's type is *null*, this can imply one of the following: the attribute's value does not exist or it exists but its value is not known or it is not even known whether the attribute's value exists. Consider an example of an event that takes place in video. We might have no information if the event has a reason or not, or we might know that the event has no specific reason or the event has a reason but we might have no information about what it is. The computation of inclusion formulas for incomplete and null-valued attributes is explained in [22].

2.2 Class/Object Level Uncertainty

The second level of uncertainty exists on the object and class levels. This uncertainty represents the membership degree of an object to a class. For example, in an image database which contains landscape images, all images can be classified into three classes: forest landscapes, sea landscapes and urban landscapes. The image of a village which is by the sea and next to a forest can be an object of all the landscape image classes with different membership degrees. If we consider only the color histogram of the image, we can assign a different membership degree ([0,1]) to each of the classes according to dominating colors. The computation of inclusion formulas for class/object level has been given in [24].

2.3 Class/Subclass Level Uncertainty

The degree of membership of a class to its superclass can vary. For example, class video-insects can be subclass of video-winged-animals with a membership degree in [0,1]. This type of membership introduces the notion of *fuzzy classes*. There may exist uncertainty also between a class and its subclasses. It is not always possible to construct class hierarchy precisely because of the conceptual distance between the class and its subclass. Fuzziness can be used at the class/subclass level and the system can be queried according to this uncertainty. The system can answer queries about membership of classes to its superclasses such as ”To what extent a class belongs to its superclass?”. The membership degree of a class to its superclass can be determined by using the range definitions
of classes as in object/class level. The detailed explanation of the computation of the inclusion formula exists in [22].

3 Multimedia Database Applications

Multimedia Objects (MOBs) are usually complex objects composed of other objects that can also be complex. The object-oriented model is one of the best models to express the object hierarchies. MOBs are audio-visual in nature [13]. This results in imprecise and incomplete description of MOBs and subjective interpretation of the users. This is the case of MOBs where uncertainty and fuzziness needs to be embedded. It is clear that the user has no idea about how MOBs are stored in the database. The language that the user uses to retrieve multimedia objects or data might consist of uncertain, incomplete, and fuzzy expressions. MOBs are multidimensional and hierarchically structured, and can have some relations among them. Temporal relation is related to the time that objects become active. Some of the basic temporal relations can be stated as during, before, overlapping, meet, etc. The spatial relation is related to the distribution of the objects in space. Some of the basic spatial relations are left of, behind, inside, etc. These two types of relations are expected to exist in multimedia databases to handle content-based retrieval.

Most research on media focused on image, video, and audio. Video is a sequence of images. Each image in a video is called a video frame. Video has both temporal and spatial behavior. Video has temporal behavior in the sense that image sequences of the video should be displayed in order and in some dedicated time. Audio has temporal behavior in the sense that it should be played in order and in some dedicated time. Audio/Video is combination of audio and video where it might be necessary to play video and audio in harmony. A video clip is a subset of the sequence of images that form the video such that it has meaning and events that can be defined. The number of video frames does not have to be constant and events can be extracted from variable number of sequential images. An audio clip is some partition of the audio and it has the same characteristics as described above for a video clip. We assume that each video clip has a corresponding audio clip. An audio clip can also be empty, that is, it does not exist or can not be played.

In [7], a graphical data model for video data which supports spatio-temporal semantics is proposed. Video is composed of clips, sequences of frames. Each clip is partitioned into segments. Image data model is described as a scheme for representing objects in images, their visual and ge-
ometric characteristics such as color, texture, spatial and topological relationships between objects and semantics associations such as aggregation, generalization/specialization among objects [11]. Yang and Wu [20] developed a semantic image database on top of the IFO [1] conceptual data model to describe inner structure and contents of images. OVID [14] is a prototype video-object database system. OVID offers schemaless description of database, interval inclusion inheritance, and composition of video-objects based on IS-A hierarchy. In [2], a way of organizing and structuring video data to facilitate queries is described. There are two concepts which needs to be retrieved from the queries: entities and video frames. Entities can be video objects which are present in video frames or activities which are subjects in the sequence of video frames. Events can be considered as instantiation of activities with objects that take part in the activity. Events can be distinguished from each other with the objects involved in them. Roles are descriptions of activities and team is the set of all objects/descriptions that jointly describe an event. Fuzzy queries in multimedia database systems have been studied in [8]. Only one uncertainty of attribute level (fuzzy) has been allowed and the comparison of values at different levels of uncertainty has not been considered.

Data model should enable relationships such as PART-OFF and IS-A relationships. PART-OFF relationship simplifies the management of complex objects and IS-A relation handles the class hierarchy. In addition to above, SIMILAR-TO relationship which enables imprecise matching objects is an important relationship that should be incorporated in a multimedia database management systems. A spatio-temporal semantic model for multimedia database systems using augmented transition networks (ATN) has been proposed in [6]. The temporal layout and spatial layout of multimedia objects are represented with multimedia strings. In [7], the user can define his or her own view of the database in an object-oriented way. There are three types of objects the user should deal with: conceptual spatial object (e.g., sitting), conceptual temporal object (e.g., walking, slam-dunk) and physical objects (e.g., persons, trees, houses). In [19], the scenario, events in the context of a multimedia application, consists of the actions that take part in multimedia application and the response of the applications to the events. The conceptual modeling of multimedia database applications using ExIFO₂ model has been studied in [4]. The different levels of uncertainty has been modeled for multimedia objects.
4 Conceptual Data Modeling of Multimedia Database Applications

In this section, a conceptual data model for multimedia database applications is built using ExIFO₂ data model [22]. The EXIFO₂ model is a formally defined conceptual database model that comprises a rich set of high-level primitives for database design. More formally, an EXIFO₂ scheme is a directed graph with various types of vertices and directed edges, representing atomic objects, constructed objects, fragments and ISA-relationships. Since the formal definitions of EXIFO₂ components are given in [24, 21], we only briefly summarize the related important concepts here.

Atomic objects are the basis of any IFO schema and involve three types: printable, abstract and free. Printable objects correspond to objects of predefined types that serve as the basis for input and output. Abstract objects correspond typically to objects in the real world that have no underlying structure. The third type of atomic object is called free, and corresponds to entities obtained via the "ISA" relationship. Constructed objects are composed of underlying object representations by a finite set of grouping or aggregation constructors.

4.1 Using ExIFO₂ for Multimedia Database Applications

In this study, we utilize ExIFO₂ data model for conceptually modeling multimedia database applications. Rather than considering every type of media, we concentrate on video, image, and audio. Video has both temporal and spatial behaviors, image has spatial behavior and audio has only temporal behavior. Our model is extensible and have the power of representing other structures of multimedia applications. We include uncertain and incomplete information as well as fuzzy classes. In the following subsections, how to handle types, constructors and fragments of ExIFO₂ data model and some additional constructors to form complex objects from multimedia data are discussed along with examples.

4.1.1 Types

There are three basic atomic types in ExIFO₂ data model: printable, free, and abstract. The file format, such as bitmap, gif, of an image can be considered as printable type. The image can be an abstract type. The video frame is an example of a free type in the model. The representations of these types are depicted in Figure 1 (a).

To handle uncertainty at the attribute level, there are three types: incomplete-valued, null-
valued, and fuzzy-valued. The reason (why) for an event can be null-valued, whereas the time (when) of the event can be fuzzy-valued (Figure 1 (b)).

4.1.2 Constructors

Two of the constructors that exist in ExIF02 data model are aggregation and grouping. These constructors are also used in modeling multimedia data. For instance, aggregation constructor is utilized in combining image attributes such as image title, format, width and height (e.g., “Ferrari”, bitmap, 256, 256) as in Figure 2 (a). These attributes can be extended according to the requirements of the multimedia application. A set of images that constitute all pictures of a certain automobile, e.g., Ferrari, can be handled by grouping constructor.

Composition and collection constructors require exclusivity in aggregation and grouping respectively. The composition constructor can be used when components of an object (e.g., image id number) can be uniquely identified. On the other hand, the collection constructor can be utilized to group the objects in an image (e.g., in a picture of a computer on a table, computer and table are two objects grouped using collection constructor) (Figure 2 (b)).

In addition to these constructors, a new constructor is used to improve the modeling power for multimedia applications. This is the sequence [18] constructor that is modified version of aggregation constructor and includes the chronological order of the constituents. For instance, a video clip is segmented into video frames. There exists a temporal relation between each video frame. A video clip is composed of an ordered sequence of video frames with respect to time (Figure 2 (c)).
4.1.3 Fragments

The types in ExIFO2 data model can be linked by using functions called fragments. The goal of the
fragment is to describe the properties of the principal types. The functions can be total function, partial function, complex-total function and complex-partial function. In our data model, fragments
handle relations among the objects in an image. An object might have more than one relation with more than one object (e.g. an object may have two neighbors, left-of and right-of). Thus we used total, complex-total and complex-partial functions. Each object in an image must have some
properties (total function) (e.g. color, texture). The object may have zero or more relationships with other objects (complex partial function). Lastly, a relation may consist of one or more objects (complex-total function) (Figure 5 (b)).

4.1.4 ISA Relationships

The last structural component of the ExIFO2 model is the representation of ISA relationships interpreted in two ways as specialization and generalization. We use these relationships in the same
manner as it is used in [22]. We use a specialization link to map objects in an image to the real
objects (e.g. Object has the same attributes with the ObjectType) (Figure 5 (b)). In this figure, object is a free type and object types can be free or abstract. This is a restriction set by specialization
link property. According to the application, the types of object types are decided.

4.2 Modeling Multimedia Database Applications

In our modeling approach, a video is composed of name, description, pointer to raw data and
sequence of clips as depicted in Figure 3 (a). Clips are composition of audio and video clips which
are shown in Figure 3 (b).

![Figure 3: (a) Video Components (b) Clips of a video (c) Event](image-url)
Audio and video clips have starting and ending frames which can be used for synchronization and temporal relationships. Events can be defined both for audio and video. In this work, we did not list all of the attributes of video and audio, but these can be found in [10, 16]. An event consists of objects that take part in an event, the reason(why), what, how, where and when it happened as depicted in Figure 3 (c). "John runs slowly in the forest to be healthy in the morning" is a possible event in a video clip. Run corresponds to the action (what), in the forest denotes where the run occurs, John represents the object, to be healthy denotes the reason for his run, slowly corresponds to how fast he runs and in the morning represents when he runs. This event structure is similar to the one in [2].

Audio clip is a sequence of audio frames. Each audio frame is a one-dimensional signal that has frequency and amplitude as physical properties and title and keywords as description of the signal. The schema of audio clip is depicted in Figure 4 (a).

![Audio Clip diagram](image)

Figure 4: (a) Audio Clip (b) Video Frame

Each video clip is a sequence of video frames as shown in Figure 2 (c). The study done by Y.F.Day et al. [7] also includes a model of video clips, which is somewhat similar to our approach. In their work, each video clip is composed of segments. Each segment is distinguished from other segments in the objects that they contain. The model that they propose represents a video clip in the form of a directed graph. However, in our approach, clips are distinguished when a new event starts. In this model, each clip has at least one event. Temporal relations among objects can be retrieved according to starting and ending times of their clips. Video frame is an image and this is depicted in Figure 4 (b).

Image has a collection of objects and physical properties about the attributes of the image and
features extracted from the image. Attributes are an aggregation of title, format, width and height of the image. Features of an image are histogram, raw data, texture, and also fuzzy texture and fuzzy color descriptions. The components of image are shown in Figure 5 (a).

![Diagram of Image and Object](image-5.png)

Figure 5: (a) Image (b) Object

Objects can have minimum bounding rectangles for determining its location and spatial relation with other objects in the image. Objects in a video are related to each other with a relation. A relation keeps the object and the relation type with the corresponding objects. Relation type can be spatial relation (e.g., object A is partially-surrounded by object B) or any other relation that might exist such as family (e.g., A is father of B). Objects also have roles which might differ according to the context. For example, in a video a person can be employee at his work during the day and a husband after the work. Objects have dynamic properties that can change in various images. These properties can be color, face expression, and state of the object. The types of these properties can be fuzzy-valued, null-valued, incomplete-valued or printable depending on the application. An object in the image is, in fact, a specialized version of a real time object such as person, animal, staff. The components of an object are depicted in Figure 5 (b).

The result of conceptual modeling of multimedia database applications is represented as a generic conceptual schema using the ExIFo2 model and is shown in Figure 6. This conceptual model does not handle all of the details related to all multimedia database applications. It only gives the basics of conceptually modeling a multimedia database application. The model might need to be extended for an application or some parts from the model may be removed for other applications. Here we consider mapping from real objects to objects in multimedia application, handling relationships among objects, and handling uncertainty as the crucial parts for conceptual modeling. We use the sequence operator since there exists chronological order between the video
frames of a video and audio frames of audio as well as clips of audio/video.

Figure 6: The Schema for Multimedia Database Applications

5 A Multimedia Database Application: Videos of Football Games

There have been various multimedia database applications that our conceptual model can be exploited. Videos of films, news, or sport games are examples of these kind of applications. As an example, in this study we have chosen a sport activity, football.

In this work, the domain of videos is a set of football games. In this section, the details of a football game and the properties that should be extracted for a football game are stated along with the conceptual model.

Each football game video has a name, a description, a pointer to raw data and a sequence of clips. The schema of this part is shown in Figure 3 (a). The name is chosen as the pair of team names since these are the basic keywords to have opinion about what the video is. For example,
if the game is played between England and Germany, the name of the video can be declared as *England-Germany*.

The pointer to raw data is composed of the file name and the file location. This is needed when the results of the queries are presented to the user. The description is usually application specific. In our application, the description consists of the first team name, the second team name, the score of the first team, the score of the second team, the number of audience, the stadium where the game is played, the date of the game, the type of the game, the weather condition when the game is played. Since the audience number might not be always known exactly, this attribute is denoted with the *incomplete* constructor to state that the audience count lays in a range. The weather condition has fuzzy values such as sunny, hot, rainy, cold, snowy etc. Since these values have some degree of similarity, this attribute is denoted with the *FuzzySet* constructor. The type of the game determines whether a game is a friendly, world cup, or cup final etc. The stadium and the date of the game corresponds to the stadium where the game is played and the date when it is played, respectively. The stadium, date, team names and team scores are represented with the *printable* constructor. The description is depicted in Figure 7 (a).

![Figure 7: (a) Video Description (b) Football Event](image)

A video is a sequence of clips, i.e., a video is partitioned into smaller parts and the video is a sequence of these constituents. This is represented with the *sequence* operator. A clip has two components: an audio clip and a video clip. A clip is a composition of these components since each audio clip or video clip exists only once along the video. This part is shown in Figure 3 (b). An audio clip is a sequence of audio frames and consists of events. In addition, it has starting and ending frames. Since audio clip has at least one event, this is depicted using *complex-total* function. Events are explained when a video clip is explained. An audio clip is a one-dimensional signal and this is depicted with the *specialization* link. A signal is composed of its physical properties and
description. The physical properties are aggregation of frequency and amplitude. The description of
signal is aggregation of title of the signal and keywords. The audio clip of a video with its subparts
are shown in Figure 4 (a).

A video clip has also starting and ending frames. It is a sequence of video frames and a video
clip contains at least one event as in audio clip. Video clip is depicted in Figure 3 (b). Video frame
is an image and this is represented by using the specialization link. This specialization is shown in
Figure 5 (b).

An event has 5 components: the type of event, the time when the event happened, the place where
the event happened, the reason (why) for the event and how the event happened. There are five types
of events in our application: card event, kick event, ball_out event, goal_save and kick_reason event.
An event can be only one of these, so event types are depicted with the alternative constructor.
Each of these event types are represented with the FuzzySet type. Possible card events are yellow
card and red card. The card event has OR semantics. This means that a card event can be yellow
card, red card, or yellow card and red card. In a football game, a player can be booked with a yellow
card, or sent out of the game with a red card directly or he can be sent out of the game red card
following a yellow card. The kick event can be a free kick, indirect kick, or penalty. In kick event,
only one of these events are true and has XOR semantics. Because, a kick cannot be a free kick
and indirect kick at the same time. The ball_out event can be out or touch. This event has also
XOR semantics. The goal_save event has also XOR semantics since a player either scores or the
goalkeeper saves it. The reason for a kick in our application can be a foul. This type of event has
also XOR semantics. All these events have to be fuzzy in our application although at first sight
they seem to be crisp. For example, when the referee can whistle a kick, it is not always possible
to distinguish an indirect kick and free kick. This data should be kept as either indirect kick or free
kick. Otherwise, there is a loss of information if one of them is forced. Also, the user might not be
sure of the kick that he wants to watch. The reason and how the event happened are represented
with the null constructor. How attribute can be holding, pushing etc. in case of foul event. Foul
event is of type kick_reason event. The reason for a yellow card can be objection to referee. The
time and the place of the event are represented with the FuzzySet type. Closeness of the player
to goalpost can be a fuzzy term such as near, far etc. The time of a game with respect to the
beginning or end of a game can also be a fuzzy term. The event schema for football is shown in
Figure 7 (b).
An image has a collection of objects and has properties about the physical image. Physical image is composed of attributes and features. Attributes of an image are *title, format, width, and height*. Features are *texture, fuzzy texture, histogram, raw data, and color*. Color and fuzzy texture are fuzzy attributes. The components of image are depicted in Figure 5 (a).

Each object in the image has a type, role and relations. Type determines the kind of the object such as ball and player. The role determines object’s role in an event. Each object might have relationships with other objects in the image. Since having a relationship is not a constraint, this is depicted with the *complex-partial function*. Each relation has a relation type, relation name and a related object. If there is a relation with another object, then the related object must exist. Therefore, this is denoted with the *complex-partial function*. The relation type determines the type of the relation. This can be *spatial, action, family, etc*. For example, *Player A is in left-of Player B* is a relation of type spatial. *Player A passes the ball to Player B* is a relation of type action. The components of the objects are shown in Figure5 (b).

![Diagram of objects and relations](image)

**Figure 8**: (a) Defender Player (b) Video Clip

Objects are *specializations* of other types. In this application, possible objects are *ball, player,* and *goalpost*. A player can be a defender player, a middle-field player, a forward player or a goalkeeper. Each of these have some player properties: *aggressiveness, heading, reaction, agility, ball control, creativity, pass, dribble, shot power, shot accuracy, team name*. The values of these properties except team name are denoted with the *FuzzySet* type since there is no metric to calculate these properties. The team name is represented with the *printable* type. Each of the defender, middle-field, goal-keeper, and forward types have domains in which some of these properties are essential. The schema for a defender player is shown in Figure 8 (a). Although a player can be e.g., a middle-field player with a some degree, he can also be a forward player with another membership
degree. In this case, class/object level fuzziness occurs. Video clips along with its subparts, events, video frames, image, objects are shown in Figure 8 (b). The whole schema for the video of football games are shown in Figure 9. The details are ignored in this figure not to complicate it more.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 9: Schema of Videos of Football Games

6 The Mapping of the Conceptual Model into Logical Object-Oriented Model (FOOD)

After building the conceptual data model, this model should be mapped to a logical model. In this case, the logical model is chosen as fuzzy object-oriented data (FOOD) model. The types, constructors, fragments, and ISA relationships that are used in the model should be appropriately transformed.

There are four kinds of building blocks of an ExIFO₂ schema: types, constructors, fragments and ISA relationships. Aggregation, composition, grouping, collection, alternative and sequence can be considered as complex constructors that have components. The types such as printable, incomplete-valued, null-valued, and fuzzy-valued are simple types and are components of other types
or constructors. The free and abstract types might also have components through the fragments associated with them. The ISA relationships are essential only between free and abstract types. Components can be composed of constructors and types. Before going on details of transformation, an initial class FUZZY is created in FOOD. This class has attributes for membership and methods for determining class/subclass and class/object level uncertainty.

Before investigating the mapping process, it is better to revise the class structure. A class has a name, a list of attributes with their types and a list of methods. A class has also a list of classes that it inherits. A class is created for each of the constructors, aggregation, composition, grouping, alternative, and sequence constructors. A class is also created for free and abstract types. For constructors, attributes consist of its components. For free and abstract types, the attributes are composed of the elements directed by the fragments. The methods for the class can be functions to determine class/object level membership and class/subclass membership. There might be some additional methods to check the consistency of the constructors. For example, for composition constructor a class has a method to check exclusivity of its components. For the fragments of free and abstract types, methods to check the consistency of the fragments are added. The classes to inherit are determined by ISA relationships in case of free and abstract types. If a class includes an attribute derived from fuzzy-valued, incomplete-valued, and null-valued constructor, the class also inherits from class FUZZY. In case of grouping, collection, and sequence constructors, additional data structures might be needed to check the properties of their components such as set, ordered set properties.

The mapping is investigated in three parts. In the first part, the types that are components of other constructors or components directed by the fragments of free and abstract types are stated. These types are printable, fuzzy-valued, incomplete-valued, and null-valued. In the second part, the mapping of constructors are stated. In the third part, the transformation of free and abstract types is expressed briefly. The last part is isolated from the first part, since a class is created for these types. It is separated from the second part, since these types have fragments and might have ISA relationships associated with them.

The algorithm for generating classes for structures is presented in Figure 10 (a). The algorithm for the generation of attributes from components directed by free or abstract types is shown in Figure 10 (b). TYPE corresponds to the type name in FOOD of ExIFO₂ type and NAME represents the ExIFO₂ type name.
6.1 Mapping of Types: Printable, Fuzzy-Valued, Incomplete-Valued and Null-Valued

These are separated from the others since these have simple structure and are transformed as attributes of classes. Each printable type has a name and a type name. For example, the file format in Figure 1 (a) is a type having name fileformat and has a type name char *. This type is mapped to FOOD code as

\[
\text{char * fileformat}
\]

The type names can be types that previously exist such as int, float, etc. which correspond to integer and real values, respectively. They can also be new type names that are derived from previously existing type names such as string.

The types fuzzy-valued, incomplete-valued, and null-valued types have different structure since they might have more than one value and include uncertainty and fuzziness. Template classes are created for each of these types. These classes are multivalued, incompletevalued and nullvalued for fuzzy-valued, incomplete-valued and null-valued, respectively. For example, when in Figure 1 (b) is denoted as follows: if it has values of integers:

\[
multivalued<int> when
\]

The type when might have two types of values, integers and strings. Integer values correspond to the exact time where as string values denotes fuzzy time. Some of fuzzy values for when are late,
early, etc. This type also supports semantics of the attribute. The *incompletevalued* has a range for its values. The *nullvalued* type allows additional values such as *unknown, does_not_exist*, and *no_information*.

6.2 Mapping of Constructors: Aggregation, Composition, Grouping, Collection, Alternative and Sequence

Each of these constructors has components. *Aggregation, composition* and *alternative* constructors have multiple components whereas the others have single components. For each of these constructors, a class is created. And the components are added to the class as attributes of the class. Class name is composed of letter "T" and the constructor name. The letter "T" represents that this class is used as a type. If the constructor is *alternative*, additional boolean attributes are defined to determine which component is the actual component. For composition and collection constructors methods for checking exclusivity of elements are added. Grouping and collection types represent set structure. A simple data structure can be built to represent sets. *Sequence* constructor can be considered as an ordered set. If a constructor has a fuzzy-valued, incomplete-valued or null-valued component, the generated class inherits from class FUZZY.

These constructors can also be components of other types. In these cases, their class name is associated in front of its name as its type when creating as an attribute.

6.3 Mapping of Types: Free and Abstract

The classes for these types are created as in case of *aggregation* constructor. The only difference is that the components which are directed by the fragments are added as the attributes of the class. The fragments can be *complex-total, total, complex-partial, and partial*. To preserve the consistency of the fragments, a function is added to the class. In addition, classes to inherit from exist and these are represented with ISA relationships. According to the ISA relation type (i.e., *generalization* or *specialization*) and the direction of the ISA relation, the class to inherit from is determined. The *free* and *abstract* types can also be components of other types. In these cases, their class name is associated in front of its name when creating as an attribute.

6.4 Creation of Ranges, Relevances, Semantics, and Similarity Matrices

If a class has attributes of type multivalued, nullvalued or incompletevalued attributes, then this class has ranges, relevances and semantics for these attributes. Similarity matrices for the elements
in the ranges of multivalued attributes are also created. In this work relevances ranges, and semantics are declared in the class constructor. The similarity matrix is defined out of the class definition.

6.5 Sample Mappings from ExIFO$_2$ to FOOD
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Figure 11: User Interface for Drawing ExIFO$_2$ Schema

In this section, we only show the mapping of some portions of the ExIFO$_2$ schema developed for videos of football games. The user interface for drawing ExIFO$_2$ schemas is shown in Figure 11. Firstly, the mapping of the event schema depicted in Figure 7 (b) will be given as an example. The FOOD code for this abstract type is shown in Figure 12 (a).

The class name is generated as Event. The attributes of the class are event type, where, when, how, why and objects. The types of when and where are defined as multivalued<int>. The values of when and where can be both crisp and fuzzy. The types of how and why are generated as nullvalued<AnsiString> since these attributes can take values corresponding to no information, does not exist and unknown. AnsiString is a built-in type for strings. Since event type is depicted with the alternative constructor, a new class will be generated for this attribute and its name will be Event. Objects are denoted with the collection constructor, so its type will be its class name. There are two additional attributes related about the ranges and relevances of the class. The type definitions for ranges and relevances are generated and the attributes are shown in the constructor of the Event class. The type definitions will be stated later in this section. The corresponding
ranges and relevances are assigned to these attributes. The semantics of the attributes where and when are also assigned in the constructor. The assignments are done in the constructor of the class since these will be initial values for all of the objects. Instead, methods could be defined for assignments of ranges, relevances, and semantics, but in this case the user should call these methods after creation of the object. Since each event will have an event type and a set of objects, these are created with the new command in the constructor. As the last point for this class declaration, this class inherits from class FUZZY since it includes multivalued and nullvalued attributes.

Figure 12 (b) shows the FOOD code for the alternative constructor that is used for event type. In this case, a boolean attribute for each component to determine which one of the components to be true is added to the declaration. Alternative constructor requires only one of the components to be true, i.e., they are mutually exclusive. In the constructor of the class, these are initially assigned to false since none of the events is chosen when the object is created. When the event type is defined, the corresponding boolean attribute will be transformed to true. The other attributes of the class are declared as multivalued<AnsiString>. The values of ranges, relevances and semantics are assigned in the constructor of the class. Assigning equal relevance values means that each component has the same effect on determining membership of the object to the class.

```cpp
class Tevent: FUZZY {
  public:
    Teventype *eventtype;
    multivalued<int> where;
    multivalued<int> when;
    multivalued<AnsiString> how;
    multivalued<AnsiString> why;
    Tobjects *objects;
    Rangeevents Ranges;
    multivalued relevance;

    Tevents {
      eventtype = new Teventtype;
      ranges.rangebow = "unk, dns, ni, head, holding";
      ranges.RangeReason = "unk, dns, ni, holding, object, ballcontrol";
      ranges.RangeWhen.lowerlimit = 3;
      ranges.RangeWhen.upperlimit = 68;
      ranges.RangeWhen.upperlimit = 128;
      relevance.RIVNow = 0.1;
      relevance.RIVWhen = 0.1;
      relevance.RIVReason = 0.1;
      when.semantics = "OK";
      when.semantics = "OK";
      objects = new Tobjects;
    }
  
  // (a) (b)

Figure 12: Codes for mapping of (a) abstract type (b) alternative constructor.
```
Figure 13: Mapping to FOOD (a) ranges (b) relevances (c) similarity matrix (d) sequence constructor (e) collection constructor (f) specialization (g) aggregation constructor (h) composition constructor.

Figure 13 depicts mappings for ranges, relevances, similarity matrix, sequence, collection, specialization, aggregation, and composition.

7 Querying

The index structures have been built for events and the objects in the clips. The data structure used for accessing the objects about the clips in which they appear is a simple sorted list of the objects. Each object name is associated with the clips that they exist along with their roles. When a user specifies a query, the system first checks if the object exists. If it exists, the clips that the objects are seen are retrieved. Additionally, if the role of the object is set front as a constraint, the clips are controlled along with this restriction.

A simple data structure is built to perform fast retrieval of events from the database. This is a tree structure in which at the first level video names are branched. Then each video has five branches where each branch corresponds to an event type. The events are ordered according to time that they occur and have pointers to clips. When a user submits a query, the clips are firstly retrieved from this tree with respect to event types and event times. This operation reduces the number of clips to be checked at the first attempt. This structure also enables the fast retrieval
of events defined with a fuzzy time value as well as crisp value. When a user submits a query including a fuzzy term with a threshold for the time of the event, firstly a function takes the fuzzy term and threshold as input and returns the range of time to be retrieved as output. The events which lay in this range are retrieved. In this application, we only performed indexing on fuzzy time as an example for fuzzy terms but this can be extended also for other fuzzy terms.

The query construction has 3 components. It is composed of the selection of properties of video, the selection of events and the selection of objects along with their properties. The querying process is composed of the following steps:

- specification of video description properties (optional)
- specification of event properties (optional)
- specification of object properties (optional)
- retrieving clips by using the index structures
- comparing the information in clips with the rest of the attributes and elimination of non-relevant clips
- presentation of query results

7.1 Query Construction

7.1.1 Querying for Video Description

At the first level of querying, the user can set up queries about video description. As mentioned before, the video description consists of team names, team scores, air type, audience number, game type, stadium, and date. The user might request videos of games which are played in stadium "Parc de Prince" or played in "June 20th of 1998". The user can also determine the game type. He can request the videos of "World-Cup" or "friendly" games. The user might want to watch games played in a "rainy" or "sunny" weather. Since air condition is a fuzzy term, the user can state a threshold for similarity. He might also be interested in the number of audience. As stated before, the audience number lays in a range. The user can define the range of audience along with a threshold. These are the opportunities given to the user for building queries. The user is usually interested in the team names and team scores. The user can request games of England. In addition,
he can put a restriction that England plays against Germany. Besides stating the visitor team, he can also specify a score and request games which England played against Germany and scored 3. If the user is interested in number of goals of games, he might request games according to goal count in the game. He can request "all videos that many goals occur" or "all videos that 2 goals occur".

7.1.2 Querying for Event

After the user emphasizes restrictions about video description, the videos that do not fit user's declaration are directly eliminated by the above processing, and queries including further details about events and objects are processed with the rest. For the videos retrieved, the event and object information are controlled. Different indexing structures are kept for events and objects. Only one of the structures is traversed when a query is submitted including object information or event information. It is obvious that when information only about events is stated, then event index structure is traversed and when information only about objects is stated, then object index structure is traversed for the corresponding clips. When information for both of them is included, it is burdensome to traverse both index structures, hence only one of them is searched. In this application, the index structure that is traversed is chosen as the event index structure when information is given both about events and objects.

After the number of videos to be retrieved is minimized, querying about events and objects can be performed. In this application, the user can determine the events that he wants to watch. The event types are fuzzy terms. Therefore, event types can have a threshold. As notified before, each clip consists of events. The user's focus is usually the clips that contain these events. The user might request the goals or fouls of a game. Sometimes, the user might not be sure about the event name such as yellow card or red card and he can state the event name with a comma such as yellow card, red card. In these cases, the event type is extracted from the event name firstly. In this occasion, the event type is card event. Since the semantics for card event is OR, this event name would have been searched with conjunction along with the threshold. If the user had stated the event name as free kick, indirect kick pair, the event type would be kick event. Since kick event has XOR semantics, event name is searched according to XOR semantics with the corresponding threshold. The user does not need to specify the event type semantics for event names. These are extracted automatically by the program.

In the above case, only one event is defined. Clips contain at least one event, and the user could
define complex queries for clips. He can request "clips that contain fouls and yellow card, red card". The user can define also how, why the event happened. "Retrieve clips that contain fouls caused by holding the player" is a sample query including how attribute. The time and the location of the event are important in football games. The user can crisply state the event time such as 75th minute. He can also state the event time using fuzzy terms. There are 6 fuzzy terms defined for time, which are at the beginning of the game, at the mid of the first-half, at the end of the first half, at the beginning of the second-half, at the mid of the second-half, and at the end of the game. The user can request "the goals which are scored at 85th minute". The user can also request "the goals scored towards the end of the game" with a threshold. In this application, he can set up queries including fuzzy terms and crisp terms for the same attribute such as time. The location can also be defined crisply or using fuzzy terms. The user can request goals scored with a distance of 2 meters to the goalpost. He can also set up a query "retrieve all goals scored near the goalpost". "Retrieve all goals scored near the goalpost from free kick towards the end of the game" is a sample complex query for an event.

7.1.3 Querying for Object

Besides specifying constraints about events, the user can also declare object properties. Objects have roles and relations with other objects in a clip. A player can be a scorer in one event or he can be a performer of a free kick event in another event. In this sense, "retrieve all free kicks performed by Shearer" or "retrieve all goals scored by Shearer" are sample queries. One of the important objects in a game is the ball. The position of the ball with respect to goalpost when a player scores might be important. This kind of relation is a spatial relation. There are 9 relation names for the ball with respect to goalpost. These are left-bottom, middle-bottom, right-bottom, left-middle, middle-middle, right-middle, left-top, middle-top, and right-top. These locations are shown in Figure 14. Each of these relations has some degree of similarity among them. These relation names can be stated with a threshold. "Retrieve all goals scored to the left-top(0.8) of the goalpost" is a sample query. The players can also have spatial relationships with other players such as left-of and right of. "Retrieve all goals by Shearer who scored the ball to the left-top of the goalpost with his head towards the end of the game near the goalpost" is a complex query for an object.

The properties about the players can also be stated. The player has a team name, height, age
and player property. Height and age are fuzzy attributes. The player type has object/class level of uncertainty. As mentioned before, the player can be a middle-field player and a forward player with different degrees of membership. "Retrieve all goals scored by young, tall, defender players" is a sample query about player properties. Young, tall, and defender are fuzzy values. A very simple query about a player is "retrieve all clips in which Shearer exists".

7.1.4 Querying for Event & Object

Finally, the following is a combination of the previously stated attributes that a user can specify: "Retrieve all clips in which a young(0.8), short(0.8), and a middle-field(0.8) player scores the ball to the left-top(0.9) of the goalpost with his head towards the end of the game(0.9) near the goal-post in videos in which England scored 2 against Germany in a World Cup which 50000-60000(0.8) audience watched the game in stadium "Old Trafford" in a sunny(0.8) day and where many(0.8) goals are scored". This query can be expressed more formally as in Figure 15. The numbers in the parentheses next to fuzzy values are thresholds for the fuzzy attributes. If threshold is not defined, it is assumed 1. If no condition had been specified, then all clips from selected videos would have been retrieved.

7.2 Querying Process

The next step after the specification of information about events and objects, is the processing of attributes of objects and events. The core part in the querying process is the comparison of the
attributes. Exact matching of crisp values either corresponds to checking the equality of values or checking the membership of value to a class. If an attribute in the database object is fuzzy and the corresponding attribute in the query is multivalued, a set of fuzzy values is created using the similarity matrix and the threshold for the attribute. If the database object has a crisp value and the corresponding attribute in the query is multivalued, the range values are computed for the attribute. Both of these computations are done once for a query. The membership value of the query object to the database object needs to be computed if an attribute in the query is incomplete-valued. If the uncertainty is at class/object level, the membership of the query object to the class is computed. Null-valued attributes are compared using the similarity matrix for null-valued attributes. The detailed algorithm for comparisons of attributes is given in Figure 16.

![Algorithm for comparison of imprecise values.](image)

Figure 16: Algorithm for comparison of imprecise values.

### 7.3 Experiments

After the user submits the query, the results of the query are presented to the user. The user can see the information about the video, clips, events, and objects. The user can navigate through the videos, the clips in a video, the events in a clip or the event objects. The user can play a clip by selecting the clip or can play all the video (Figure 17).

The database update and insertion are more convenient than in traditional databases. The main reason is that the user can enter data at any level of uncertainty. Whatever information that
is available at the moment is entered and used in retrieval. For example, the kick events are entered using XOR semantics when the kick event is not exactly known. The card events are entered with OR semantics when the user is not sure of the card event. The distance information can be entered with fuzzy terms without knowing the exact distance values. In a traditional database, the user has to guess the distance value. Since the guessed distance is less likely to be the exact value, wrong information is kept in a traditional database. The creation of our database is easier since the user did not have to have the all exact information at the moment. The uncertain, imprecise, or fuzzy attributes can be converted to crisp values when the exact values are ready.

The users query the database easier than that in traditional databases. Since they have no idea on how the data is stored or actually what the type of data is, they are able to perform queries using fuzzy terms. For a football game, only experts know the correct measures of the field. Since users do not have idea of the actual distances of the field, it is hard for them to construct proper queries. In a traditional database, the user would perform a range query for a distance. Since the user does not need to know the actual distances in the field, he would perform a couple of queries until he actually receives what he needs. In our prototype, we have fuzzy terms for distances like very-close, close, far, and very-far. The user can use any of these fuzzy values without actually knowing the actual distances in the field. The user does not have to worry about range queries either since these parts are automatically performed by the query processor using fuzzy values.

The database consists of around 40 world cup and friendly games among national teams. The
performance of the prototype is not degraded by the fuzzy information. This has been detected
by performing separate queries for crisp values and fuzzy values. From the perspective of the user,
the system responded these queries at similar times. The major difference from traditional query
processing arises from the comparison of the attributes. For a fuzzy attribute, either the query or
the database object may contain fuzzy values. Whenever an attribute has a fuzzy value, a set of
fuzzy values are generated using the similarity matrix. Then fuzzy value is checked whether it is
in the set. If the value is crisp then range values are computed for the attribute. The values are
checked whether they are in the set or in the range. Both of the set and range computations are
done once for a query. Similar computation for incomplete-valued values is performed. Therefore,
the difference between traditional comparison and this one is that comparison of attributes having
fuzzy, multivalued or incomplete-valued attributes turns into range or set containment check. For
class/subclass level uncertainty, for each probable object (i.e., where the rest of the attributes fit to
the query), the membership to the class has to be computed. This membership computation can be
performed once and stored in the database. Therefore there will not be an additional computation
for class/subclass level uncertainty.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we presented an approach for designing multimedia database applications at the
conceptual level and the logical level. This work has three components. At the high level, the
conceptual modeling of multimedia database applications using ExIFO$_2$ data model is performed.
At the next level, this conceptual model is mapped to FOOD data model. At the low level, queries
and retrieval based on FOOD model are done. The user can request retrieval of objects having
fuzzy, uncertain values as well as the crisp values for the same attribute. The user can navigate
through the retrieved objects and can watch them if he desires. In our work, we modeled the
media where the multimedia objects are presented and the multimedia objects themselves. We
also modeled the multimedia objects and the relations between them. The ExIFO$_2$ model presents
relationships of ISA type by generalization and specialization links and PART_OF relationships
by complex constructors such as grouping and aggregation. The user subjectivity is minimized by
keeping similarity matrices for fuzzy attributes. We can perform queries about spatial relationships
among objects. These queries include fuzzy values. A detailed conceptual modeling of imprecise
data for multimedia database applications has been provided in this paper. This model is mapped into a logical model (FOOD) to show the applicability and the power of the model. The user is allowed to submit queries having values at different levels of uncertainty. In this work, the queries on temporal attributes such as time can be submitted. These queries include both uncertain and crisp values. For future work, the temporal relationships such as before, after between the objects should also be performed by comparison of clip starting and ending frames. In this paper, our goal is to show incorporation and management of fuzzy data in multimedia database applications. Although the performance in our prototype is sufficient, for large databases efficient indexing structures should be used to increase the performance.
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